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Oxford University Press Australia, Australia, 2010. Hardback. Book Condition: New. 2nd. 238 x 196
mm. Language: English . Brand New Book. Environmental Economics is the first text to concentrate
solely on environmental economics--the problems of earth, air, and water pollution from an
economic perspective--with an emphasis on both government regulation and private-sector anti-
pollution incentives. With the assumption that readers already have an understanding of
intermediate microeconomics, the book reaches into more detail on theory and analysis than most
other textbooks in this area. Now fully revised in its second edition, Environmental Economics is
divided into four primary sections: the first section defines the field of environmental economics in
relation to general economics and to ecological and resource economics; the second section is
normative, looking at market failure and asks why, even with apparent environmental protection,
the market often fails to work properly; the third section is positive, examining government
regulation of pollution using the industrial organization literature; and the final section covers
more advanced topics, looking at risk, uncertainty, green accounting, international competition
and cooperation and development. Including many international examples, the book places special
emphasis on the ways that countries around the world approach and control their own
environmental...
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This ebook is definitely not simple to begin on reading but really enjoyable to read through. This really is for all who statte that there had not been a worth
reading. You may like how the author publish this ebook.
-- Demetrius Buckridge-- Demetrius Buckridge

This book may be really worth a read through, and a lot better than other. It is really basic but excitement inside the 50 % in the pdf. I realized this pdf from
my dad and i encouraged this publication to learn.
-- Curtis Bartell-- Curtis Bartell
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